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After the gorgeous re-union 2002 every one was 
thinking of something different about picnic. Many 
of the members thought that if it's a river cruise 
would be the perfect thing. The newly elected E.C. 
fixed the river cruise on March 15, 2002. Shamim 
(21/1174) was the generous coordinator of the 
event. Fortunately Sami (27/1433) offered the free 
services of the ship named “Macch Ranga” (His 
family is the owner of the launch). At 8.00 AM three 
buses completely filled with of ORCA members 

started for “Sadar Ghat” where the launch was 
waiting. “Macch Ranga” started the journey towards 
Munshiganj at 10.00AM. After the lunch the ORCA 
members arranged a Musical Show and raffle draw. 
After that the new ORCA president distributed the 

stprizes and gave his 1  formal speech as the 
president. Having lots of fun and enjoyment the 
“Macch Ranga” anchored at Sadar Ghat when it 
was almost dark. Every body was thinking of the great 
time they had in the river cruise. 

nd
The Annual Doa and Iftar for the year 2002 were held on 22  
November at Ullash Community center. More than three hundred 
ORCA members and bhabies were present in the function. A 
general meeting followed the Doa and Iftar Important ORCA 
matters were discussed in the general meeting including buying of 
assets for ORCA. 
Abu Ahmed Fredaus (21/1167) was the coordinator of this 
program. He arranged the program successfully with his helping 
hands. Annual Qirat competition of next generation ORCA kids was 
also held. Thanks to Iftekhar Ahmed (11/638) for arranging the fine 
community center for ORCA on discount rate. 

R I V E R  C R U I S E  2 0 0 2

A N N U A L  D O A  &  I F T A R

INTER  HOUSE  CRICKET  COMPETITION  2003

As like the other years, the first ORCA program of the 
year, the Inter House Cricket Competition was held 

rd
on 3  January, 2003. It was a marvelous program. 
EX Adjutant of Rajshahi Cadet College and Director 
General, Bangladesh Rifles Maj. Gen. Rezaqul 
Haider Chowdhury NDC, PSC gave his kind consent 
to be the honorable chief guest of the program. 

thORCA 11  Batch sponsored the program for 
th

consecutive 4  times. In the program, a huge 

number of ORCA members and as well as bhabies 
were present. 
As the defending champion Quashim house was 
eligible to play in the final directly. Tariq house and 
Khalid House played the first match for a place in the 
final. In the first match Tariq House defeated Khalid 
House by 16 runs. Khalid House won the toss and 
elected to field first. Batting first Tariq house scored 92 
runs losing 3 wickets in 12 overs. Badrul (28/1523) 
scored a knock of unbeaten 46 runs and scattered 



the opponent bowling like anything. Shahriar 
(28/1482) gave Badrul tremendous support. He 
scored 25 runs. For Khalid House Sajed (30/1610) 
claimed 2 wickets for 36 runs. Chasing the target of 
93 runs in 12 overs, Khalid House could manage to 
score 76 losing 6 wickets. Tomal (22/1185) played a 
sparkling innings of 44 runs. Badrul claimed 2 
wickets for Tariq house.   

In the final, Quashim House played against Tariq 
house. Batting first,Quashim house scored 86 runs 
losing 3 wickets in 12 overs. Raju scored unbeaten 

26. In reply Tariq house could score 71 runs losing 7 
wickets in 12 overs. Atiq (28/1508) scored the 
maximum of 30 runs. Imroze (11/629) claimed 4 
wickets for Quashim house and played the vital role. 

Badrul was selected the best batsman while Imroze 
became the best bowler and the best player. Along 
with the cricket matches, ORCA bhabies and kids 
took part in different games. After the competition 
the honorable chief guest distributed the prizes 
among the winners.

INDOOR GAMES  COMPETITION 

The indoor games competition for this year brought great pleasure 
and enjoyment for ORCA members and the families. Like the other 
years, this year also there were three branches of competitions, for 
ORCA members, for bhabies and for ORCA kids. The competition was 

th thheld from 4  September to 6  September 2002. The indoor games 
thcompetitions were held on 4 & 5  September, 2002 at the ORCA 

office of 250 Elephant road and the prize giving ceremony was held 
thon 6  September, 2002 at Planning & Development Academy. The 

program was a very successful one. Gratefully do we acknowledge 
ththat 15  batch had sponsored the program.

The result of the competitions:
ORCA Members: Table Tennis (Signal) Champion: Inamul Haq Khan Bablu (7/349) & Runners up Atique 
(28/1508). Table Tennis (Doubles) : Champion: Inamul Haq Khan Bablu (7/349) & Atique (28/1508). Runners up : 
Dr. Mostafa Al Mamun (15/821) & Md. Majedul Islam (33/1782)
Carom: (Signal) : Champion- Mynur (30/1616), Runners up-Shahiar (26/1416). Double: Champion- Shahiar 
(26/1416) & Kamal (26/1414). Runners up- Nasir (27/1463) & Mynur (30/1616) 

ORCA IN TABLE TENNIS  SUPER LEAGUE

ORCA participated in First Division table tennis league this year. This time ORCA had a marvelous tournament. Among 
the 23 teams playing in the league, 6 teams could play in the next super league. ORCA was on of these 
congratulations! Players playing for ORCA were Mohsin (14/776) , Atiq (28/1508), Ashik, Arafat (30/1626) & Razib 
(30/1643). Well done!

rd 
RECEPTION  OF  33  BATCH 

rd33  batch of Rajshahi Cadet College passed out in 
rd th2002. ORCA received 33  batch formally on 6  July, 

2002. In the reception program more than thirty ex-
rdcadets of 33  batch were present. The program was a 

very successful one. A small cultural program was 
arranged along with career counseling of the batch. 
Those who were present in the career counseling were 
Dr. Ahsanul Kabir (2/36), Dr. Abdul Awal (31381), Dr. 
Mizanur Rahman (4/152), Dr. Akhter Hossain (5/256), 
Shafiqur Rahman (6/298), Dr. Selim Reza (12/652), Abdul 

Jabbar Khan (16/866) and Dr. Shamsul Kabir (19/1063). 
The career counseling was followed by the formal 

threception of the batch. ORCA 24  batch was the sponsor 
of the program. Asad ba (24/1302) spoke on behalf of the 
sponsor batch. In his speech, Asad bhai also announced 

ththat 24  batch will sponsor the concert of the best band 
group of the time in the next reunion. Sayeed (32/1756) 

rdgave a speech on behalf of 33  batch. Sayeed ensured 
that, they will be overwhelmed to be attached with all 
objectives of ORCA.



L E T  U S  N O T  F O R G E T  H I M

The giant of Rajshahi Cadet College, the nucleus of 
nd

2  Batch rather ORCA Major Muhammad Talebul 
Mowla Chowdhury (2/58) more dearly known as RUMY 
has embarked his eternal journey about a yeur back. 
But the essence of his living memories has not yet 
faded away the least. The Mountain Man of Rajshahi 
Cadet College whom the then Principal, Wing 
Commander M. Syed lovingly used to call “MAJOR” in 
the early days of 1966 had a heart much bigger than 
his body itself. Anyone who came across this noble 
character could hardly save himself of being the 
victim of the tortures of his warmest hospitality, love 
and affection. He was unparallel in his charity. All the 
beggars round the traffic points of the Dhaka city in 
particular knew him, referred him as the most 
generous man of the city. A Valiant freedom fighter of 
the country who fought the most desperate and 
difficult war of liberation of the country. But his greatest 
pride was that he was a MUSLIM. I have hardly seen a 
MUSLIM with such a strong IMAN like him! (On Allah!!) 
Please grant his IMAN. Towards the fag end of his life I 
used to silently observe that he was physically eroding 
away, the subject which he never shared with any 
body, But gradually he was ascending the ladder of a 
perfect MUSLIM. It was RUMY who played the pioneer 
role in forming today's ORCA in the initial teeth biting 
days of its very survival in 1972. It is him who always 

came forward with all his might and right to rescue 
ORCA at all it's crisis hours. It is him in whose company 
highest numbers of ORCA members are still serving. 
Being a LTS of ORCA again it is RUMY who was a life long 
contributor of Tk. 1000.00 per month for ORCA till his last 
day. Today at this golden hour ORCA only a very few 
characters can be named who relentlessly kept on 
endeavoring to uphold and reach ORCA in today's 
colorful height. RUMY is one of those rare and humble 
ones. ORCA can not repay the huge debt he owes to us 
but by sending continuous DUA for the salvation of this 
great departed SOUL. 

nd
2  Batch could not yet recover from the sudden 
demise of their dearest friend RUMY who left us most 

thsilently on the fateful night of 12  May, 2002 leaving us in 
an endless ocean of unending tears, the hearts are 
bleeding and bleeding and bleeding, memories are 
still haunting us making it hard to believe that he has 
really left us and will never be back with his ever smiling 
charismatic face even at the cost of the whole world!!
Dear Bhaiya, may you rest in peace in the Zannatul 
Ferdous, may Allah (SWT) grant you the merit of the 
death of SHOHID, a cherished desire you longed 
throughout your life. A M E E N. 

Engr. M. Siddiqur Rahman 2/53

HE  WILL  LIVE  FOREVER  IN  OUR  HEART

'Man is Mortal' - We have come to know from our 
childhood. But we haven't found many proofs of such 
proverb of late. We have found people to die of old 
age but the death of Asad was such unexpected 
news that we were struck-dumb and we could not 
imagine in the worst of our dreams.

Md. Asaduzzaman (29/1533) is such a name, we 
have not heard any complains of him. The unending 
stock of exuberation and spontaneity, defined Asad. 
In every step of his daily life his spontaneity is notable. 
In Cadet College his house feelings was worth 
imitating. And for the reason that I was a cadet of 
another house, I was well aware of it. His sprout 
presence in hockey, cricket and volleyball grounds is 
worth taking notice of. It is hard for us to believe now 
that Asad is not among us any more.

In his personal life he was a polite yet of tremendous 

mental strength. He used to conceal his sorrow within 
himself.

It was 8 A. M. when I heard the news of death of this 
modest boy. I rushed to D.M.C I could not believe it in 
anyway, that Asad is not among us anymore. But in the 
deepest core of our heart, his memory is cherished by 
all of us. Now its time to accept the truth that Asad has 
gone for good the one who goes in that world, never 
returns. Even then, we expect his call in our dreams. He 
is alive ..... among us .... will be forever.

Mahmood (29/1549)

[Note : We are very sorr y to inform that Asad (29/1533) breathed his last 
th

on 30  January, 2002. He had a tragic road accident. We all pray for his 
eternal piece.]  



Year 1973. Some energetic and just passed out e-
cadets of Rajshahi Cadet College coming 
together formed a small organization  ORCA. 
Certainly, they had a dream about it. What is the 
dream? Nobody knows, but everyone can guess it. 
Obviously, they dreamt of a flourished and huge 
ORCA. Today, after almost thirty years, if someone 
says that the dream has come true, some others 
might argue. But one thing is for sure, the journey 
towards the peak of success had been started long 
way back. Since then, ORCA kept on adding 
success feathers in the crown. Very recently, ORCA 
added yet another feather. It is no more congested 
into a national boundary rather it is now global. A 
new chapter of ORCA has been established across 
thousands of miles away from the origin  our 
dearest Alma Mater  Rajshahi Cadet College. It is 
the ORCA USA chapter. Hat's off to the pioneers of 
the job. Indeed, they proved yet once again that 
Rajshahi Cadet College is the proud producer of 
such glorious children who feel for the origin staying 
far away in a place which is almost 180 degree 
apart. Great Job! Congratulations! 

Dipok Bhai (6/280), one of the pioneers and 
founder members of ORCA USA chapter was asked 
about how they could do the tremendous task and 
he answered the following :  

G L O B A L I Z A T I O N  O F  O R C A

"Three decades and half way around the world the 
cherished memories of those unforgettable few years 
spend among white buildings and green soccer fields 
on the bank of Padma is still fresh among the ORCA 
boys (who are men now).....That single bond was 
strong enough to overcome the generation and 
geographical gap to hold a reunion in Columbus, 
Ohio during the last Memorial Day Weekend (May 
25th, 2002), which was hosted by Taju Bhai (3/80), 
Salim (6/307), and Shaku (7/330).....The seed was 
planted there to form an ORCA USA Chapter. On 
January 4th, 2003 ORCA-USA was officially launched 
and as they say the rest is history.....”

NEWS  OF  ORCA  CHITTAGONG  CHAPTER

 Three old friends are leaving Chittagong recently.  Bad news for the chapter.  However, happy news is that 
all the three are leaving to take higher responsibility or higher training.

th
1. Brigadier General Abdul Hafiz (6  batch) is going for NDC course to Mirpur. 

th2. Mahsin Habib (9  batch) has been raised to the rank of Captain and posted in Dhaka now. 

3. Lt. Col Sufi Hammad is also leaving Chittagong for Mirpur for a course on War. 
th4. Aurangzeb Mahbub Rana (12  batch) is promoted to the rank of Superintendent of Police and 

posted in Patuakhali.  [Contact him if you are visiting kuakata.]  Rana's achievement is not only the 
promotion.  He received the President Medal this year.  Bravo. 

ORCA HOMES: Six boys out of all the 10 suffered from Chicken pox.  Old friends in Chittagong are worried 
and arranging available vaccination against other epidemic.

nd
Lutfe Ayub of 2  batch is now a father-in-law. His eldest daughter got married to a handsome gentleman 
living in the USA. 



N E W S  O F  O R C A  R A J S H A H I  C H A P T E R

ORCA Rajshahi chapter is taking care of ORCA palli 
and maintaining a strong bondage among the old 
friends around Rajshahi. 
A new committee has been formed in the chapter. Dr 
Sharif Ahmed Khan (4/201) and Saeed (18/994) have 
been elected President and General Secretary 
respectively. 

thRajshahi chapter had their picnic on 27  December, 
2002. They celebrated the same in the firm house of 
Shamsur Rahman Polin (10/534). It was a great day. At 
the end of the day Brigadier General Aminul Hasan 

Apel (8/414) call for a tea party. Brigadier General 
Aminul Hasan is now posted in the Rajshahi 
Cantonment. Besides, ORCA Rashahi Chapter 
distributed winter cloths among the affected people. 
They distributed the clothing among 1000 families at 
Kolma Union of Tanore thana. 
Rajshahi Chapter recently bought two shop-spaces of 
200 square feet each, beside the railway station, 
Rajshahi. It is under construction. Within a couple of 
days it will be delivered to ORCA Rajshahi chapter.

W I N T E R  C L O T H D I S T R I B U T I O N 

In all the national needs ORCA always remains beside the distressed 
people. As a part of it, ORCA distributed winter cloth among the 
affected in north Bengal. A huge amount of new and old cloths were 
gathered to be distributed which included blankets, pullovers and 
hundreds of other clothing. ORCA distributed 60% of the clothing in 
Kalihati gucchogram while the other 40% were distributed among 
the uprooted people in Rangpur City. The ORCA members in Ranpur 
Cantonment supported the program in every possible way. Thanks to 
Maj Sadeq (7/337), Lt Col. Shams (14/762) and Capt. Ashraf 
(26/1410), for their tremendous effort. Last but not the least, enormous 
credit goes to the contributor organizations which includes OMQ, BEXIMCO, ANONTO, MAXCOM AND BUET 
SIGMA PHI DELTA FRATERNITY. All in all a successful task.

E C M E M B E R C O - O P T I O N
thAzfar Imam Parag (14/777) was the elected ORCA treasure 10  February onwards, but for physical problems he 

was unable to carry on his responsibilities. He had to stay in India for a long period of time. He applied to ORCA 
for his resignation, ORCA president accepted his resignation and ORCA EC co-opted a new treasurer. Mostafa 
all Mamun Jarijs (15/821) took the charge. He had been the treasurer of ORCA for consecutive two terms and 
after that he left Bangladesh for Japan for Phd. Recently he returned and took his old responsibility yet another 
time. We wish him every success.

O R C A  B L O O D  F O R  L I F E  R E P O R T

In all the national disasters, ORCA has always stood beside the affected people. Besides, ORCA has 
established an organization, ORCA Blood for life to work as a communication media between a blood donor 
and a receiver. It is always a pleasure to notice people feeling for someone absolutely unknown to him. In the 
last years OBL basically provided blood donors to the needy people and along with that it arranged a 
number of blood donation programs. Now there are more than 2500 proud members of OBL. It is a 

th thremarkable milestone for ORCA that it arranged its 100  blood donation program on 20  August at Microland 
stand including the program of 21  February, 2003 the number program arranged by ORCA reached a total of 

119. Most surprisingly, the blood donation program that ORCA arranged at American International University 
thBangladesh on 30  October, 2002 was tremendous successful. As many as 257 bags of blood were 

collected. This is the most successful program in the history of Bangladesh blood donation movement. The 
st

last record was set by ORCA itself on 21  February,2001 at TSC where 169 bags of blood were collected. In 
reality now ORCA has no opponent. Now, ORCA has only one goal, which is to superimpose itself.



ORCA CALNDER 2003-2004

st
Blood donation program 21  February, 2003

th
ORCA Picnic            28  February, 2003

thBlood donation program 26  March, 2003
th

Blood donation program 14  April, 2003
th th

Reception of 34  batch 11  July, 2003
Indoor games competition             (3-5) September, 2003

th
Iftar  and Doa Mahfil 14  November, 2003

thBlood donation program 16  December, 2003
nd

Inter House Cricket competition 2  January, 2004
st

Blood  Donation program 21  February, 2004
thORCA  Picnic & Election 27  February, 2004

ST1  BATCH

Monowar Hossain Bairon (1/9): had been promoted as the General Manager of Bangladesh T & T 
stBoard on 21  September, 2002. Besides, recently he has taken charge as the Project Director of a very 

important project of Bangladesh T & T (Submarine Cable Project). Under this project Bangladesh is 
going to take part in the Information Technology Communication using submarine consortium for the 
first time. The project, namely SEA-ME-WE-4 consists of twelve countries which extends from Indonesia 
to France.
Mirza Akhter Masud (1/31): recently visited Bangladesh from Austria and went back. During the stay he 
also paid a visit to ORCA office.
Aminul Islam Bhuiyan (1/258): has reeceently been promoted to Joint Secretary. He is now posted in 
ERD (Economics Research Department) in Sher-e-banglanagar.

ND 2  BATCH

nd2  batch has not yet been able to recover the sudden demise of their best friend Major Muhammad 
ndTalebul Mowla Chowdhury (2/58). In his absence now the focal point of 2  batch is the house of Engr. 

ndAnisur Rahman Majumder (2/40) where the 2  batch members are requested to keep their 
attendance on regular basis. 
Hazi Abdul Moyeed (2/42) : Chairman, Pride Group, the ex-president of ORCA is back home after 

thperforming his 9  Hajj on staying around 24 days in the holy cities of MAKKAH & MADINAH. 
Congratulations. May Allah (SWT) grant all his 9 (NINE) Hajj. 
Humayun Kaibr Raja (2/64) : Once the best Sportsman of R.C.C is back home with his family after 
serving in DUBAI for more then 15 Years. Welcome DULALDA! His present address:- H.N. 11-B, Green 
Tower, Green Road, Dhaka-1205. 
Dr. S.M. Salahuddin (2/67) : Director (Technical) of BRTC is back home recently after his extensive official 
tour of 16 days of four capital cities of London, Honduras, Caracas & Bogota. Congratulations!!
Lt. Col. Manish Dewan (2/74) : Has shifted to his own (recently built) apartments at House # 366/3, Road 
# 6, DOHS, Baridhara. Congratulations!!
Arch. Hedayedt Ullah Khan (2/138) : Chief Architect, PWD, has not been able to recover the shock of 
the sad demise of his wife RIFAT KARIM KHAN, the ever smiling lady of ORCA. May Allah (SWT) grant him enough 
courage and strength to fight his grim battle of life lonely with three minor kids in absence of this marvelous 
Bhabi! May Allah (SWT) grant her Zannatul Ferdous. 

B A T C H N E W S



ndActually 2  Batch has been thunderbolt to experience two successive deaths of their two dearest characters 
one after another: one of RYMY, 2/58 and the other of this gracious lady at an interval of only 57 day!! 

RD3  BATCH 

Humayun Kabir (3/77) : Now transferred to Agrany Bank Head Office, as General 
Manager. 

AKM Masudul Haque (3/85) : Visited Bangladesh from Sydney with family and went back. 
Mahbubur Rahman (3/94) : Returned to Dhaka from Melborne after meting his family there. A l s o  
had a medical treatment for heart problem. 
Mirza Monirul Hasan (3/96) : Visited Bangladesh with family. 
Md. Badruddoza (3/97) : Transferred back to RCC as Teacher. 
Mirza Hussain haider (3/99) : Elected as the Honorable judge of the High Court Division of the Supreme 
Court. 
ABM Rezaul Hasan (3/101) : Visited Bangladesh with family family from Armenia and went back.  
Shafaat Ahmed (3/117) : Returned to Dhaka from Saudi Arabia and looking after his under construction 
house at Mirpur.  
AKM Yahea Chowdhury (3/118) : Now posted in the land ministry as the Sr. Asstt. Secretary. 
Tariq Abul Ala (3/133) : returned back to Quasem Group as Director. 

TH4  BATCH

Touhid Hossain (4/144): is busy in solving push-in affaires as the Deputy-High Commissioner in Kolkata.
Firoz Ahmed Quraishi (4/148): is terribly busy with his profession as a Neurologist.
Maj. General Aminul Karim (4/149) : first ever ORCA member to achieve such a high rank in the 
Bangladesh Army. Congratulations! RCC and ORCA are proud of him. 
A.S.M. Shamsuzzaman (4/171): is shuttling between Uttara and Jinjira to fabricate his new vessel. Now 
he is an owner of a 24-seater houseboat and invites ORCA members for pleasure trips. 
R A Majumder (4/180): recently became Grandfather. Congratulations. He is running real quick!
Zaibul Anam Khan (4/183): at last he cut his name from bachelors list. Bhabi went to Sweden the other 
day.
Dilir Hossain (4/193): is now in Canada with a job assignment. Probably, along with the work, he is 
arranging passports for his children.
A.H. Mollah (4/199): broke his leg few days back. By the grace of Almighty he is fine now. God knows 
what insisted him to cross the fence and meet the consequence. 
Aminul Islam (4/204): is sick for last couple of months. He has asked for duas from all.
Miftahul Amin (4/145), Golam Sarwar (4/151), Jakir Hossain (4/175) visited Bangladesh couple of days 

thback. During their stay they attended get-togethers of 4  batch.

TH5  BATCH

Halimur Rashid (5/216) : visited Bangladesh couple of month ago and went back.
Syed Ishtiaque Ali A Jinnah (5/217) : recently blessed with twin. Congratulations.
Humaun Kabir (5/226) : went to abroad for a couple of days in an official visit.
Sufi Haider Julfiker Rahman (5/245) : bought a flat recently. Where is the party? 
Col. Farooq Ahmed (5/246): posted to Khulna Cantonment.

TH6  BATCH 

Asaduzzaman (6/270) :  is sick for a couple of days. He has asked for prayer from all. 
Anwar Tito (6/273) : shifted his major part of business in USA. Shuttling down between USA and 
Bangladesh.
Brig. Zahurul Haque (6/274) : has been promoted to the rank of Brigadier General . Congratulations!
Enayet Karim (6/276) : promoted to the rank of Colonel. Congratulations. He is now posted in BDR.
Md Sharif Uddin (6/279) : promoted to the rank of Colonel.



Congratulations.
Ismail Hossain (6/282) : paid a visit to Bangladesh from Australia after long time.
N E A Shibly (6/284) : visiting  Singapore frequently.
Parvez Kabir (6/292) : his son is well now. Thanks to Almighty.
Brig. Shafiqur Rahman (6/298): posted in DGFI.
Sanaul Haque (6/300) :  doing his MBA.He is continuing his job in MOBIL.
Humayun Kabir (6/302) : promoted to the rank of Colonel. Congratulation. He is in UN mission now.
Atin Dewan (6/314) : has left Red Crescent and joined UNDP.
Md Iqbal (6/318) : frequently visits Bangladesh from Saudi Arabia.

TH7  BATCH

Inam Khan Bablu (7/349) : has gone to USA.
Hossain Farukh (7/358) : promoted to the rank of Colonel Congratulations. He is posted in Ansar now.
Anwarul Sabir (7/367) : posted in the BDR recently.
Mrinal Haque (7/370) : visited Bangladesh couple of days back.

TH8  BATCH

th18 ex-cadets of RCC 8  Batch plus 66 family members gathered at Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
stRahman Agriculture University (Venue Courtesy: Dr. Moinul Hoque 8/402) at Shalna, Gazipur on 31  

January, 2003 for a Batch Picnic.  

Dr. M. Moynul Haque (8/402): Associate Professor Dept. of Agronomy BSMR Agricultural University 
Salna, Gazipur recently attended an international seminar held at International Crop Research 
Institute for the Semi Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Hyderabad, India organized by DFID (UK) and AVRDC 
(Taiwan). He also visited Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI), New Delhi and attended APN-
SASCOM working group discussion meeting. He was also awarded a fellowship for three months at 
Asian Vegetables Research and Development Centre (AVRDC), Taiwan, Republic of China. His 
research area is characterization of mungbean by DNA marker.

Md. Monjur Kader (8/408) alias Apu was promoted to the rank of Colonel and is currently posted as 
Colonel Staff of 55 Infnatry Division at Jessore.

Kazi Abdur Rahman (8/411) has recently taken charge as the Principal of ERA International School, 
Chamelibagh, Shantinagar, Dhaka. He is one of the founders of the school too and is on the look out for 
bright toddlers and kids of ORCA brothers as prospective students.  

Aminul Hasan (8/414) alias Apel was promoted to the rank of Brigadier and is currently posted as 
Commandant, Bangladesh Infantry Regiment (BIR) at Rajshahi Cantonment.

Dr. Khaled Noor alias Shaheen   (8/417) left Dhaka on 5 February 2003 to perform the Holy Hajj. He is 
expected back to Dhaka on 26 February 2003 just on time for ORCA Picnic at Savar, Manikgaj. Dr. Noor 
is posted at Manikganj district H.Q.

Lt Col Firoz Ahmed (8/418) returned from 1-year UN mission in the volatile Kuwait-Iraq border in January. 
He has just been posted as GSO-1, Welfare Directorate at Army HQ, Dhaka.

TH9  BATCH 

Shaiful Alam (9/447): Major (Retd) Mohammad Shafiul Alam has retired from the Bangladesh Army. He 
has started a property development firm by the name Room Development (Pvt.) Ltd. We pray for his 
success in his endevours.
Muizuddin Ahmed Azmiri (9/470) : In the recent past he had open heart surgery in the USA . He is the 
nephew of our teacher Mr. Fazlul Quader.
Mohammad Habibur Rahman (9/475) : Professor Mohammad Habibur Rahman now staying in 
Canada with spouse and children has got and employment after about six months.
Zaulfiqur Rahman (9/486) : Lt. Col Zulfiqar Ali Haider has performed Holy Hazz with his spouse.
Md. Alamgir (9/491) : Wing commander (Retd) has also performed Holy Hazz with his  spouse.



Khandaker Shafiul Alam (9/493) : Khandaker Shafiul Alam has lost his father on January 28,2003. We 
pray to the All mighty Allah for the salvation of the departed sout.
Mohsin Babib (9/643) : Commander Mohsin Habib has been promoted to the rank of Captain. He is 
now posted at the Neval Head Quarters Dhaka. It may be mentioned here that Captain Mohsin Habib 
is the son of our ex Principal Mr. Moffazzal Hossain.

TH10  BATCH 

Md. Abdullah (10/524) : has joined a college leaving his banking career. His wife also belones to the 
samce profession. 

thShesifuzzaman (10/532) : Is in Dhaka now on one month leave from 6  February. Living all his effretz to 
meet the Friends.  
Shamsur Rahman (10/534) : Would be father for the second time. 
Mehedi Al Mahboob (10/536) : Recently joined a clinic business. We all pray for his every success. 
Dr. Bayozid (10/539) : Is very busy in IPGMR regarding post graduation. 
Mostafizur Rahman (10/541) : Misrated to Canada? Car he leave his country behind?!
Torikul Islam (10/547) : Writing as the project co-ordinator at Sylhet Care. 
Akhter Ahmed Chowdhury (10/548) : The clinic is runnio well. Also renovating his house. Bathmats 
expect a get-together soon in the renovated house. 

thQuamrul Islam (10/552) : Went to perfrns Hajj with Bhabi. May Allah grant his prayer. First Alhajj of 10  
Batch. 
Mustafizur Rahman Dulal (10/554) : Blessed with his second recently Congratulations!
Sharif Masudul Haque (10/557) : Helped ORCA a lot in the winter Cloth distribution. 
Tughlaq Azam (10/565) : Searching bride !!

thProf. Habibur Rahman (10/568) : Left Bangladesh for Ireland for Post-doctoral program on 8  February. 
Shamsul Muktadir (Kishore) (10/556) : Has recently won presligio UN rescasch fellowslip aqard from 
UNESCO, Paris. He is the first Bangladeshi to win this fellowelup (Only 20 awards are giuen th norwiman 
from 189 menhon eueny year) which is named after famu primed Minister of Japan, Mr. Keizo Obuchi. 
The award will euable him to carry out resenrch on “Conflid management between” Bangladesh and 
Pakistan friendship ways of Greaten Congratulation” Mr. Muktadir is secscoty a Seaior Depnty 
Secretary at the Instatc of Chartcral Aceoutants of Bangladesh. 
Jahidul Alam Jewel (10/575) : Recently left Bangladesh for UK. He'll be there for higher studion on 
computer. 
Saiful Islam Khokon (10/576) : New album??
Taimur Islam (10/577) : Everybody is missing him…. 
Khan Hasan Iqbal (10/579) : Still the strongest man. 

TH11  BATCH

Quaji Fazle Alamgir (11/580) : Shifted office from Bangla motor to Uttara.
Monwar Azam Shariar (11/581) : Left for Canoa with family getting migration. 
Md. Golam Ambia (11/584) : Recently posted to Dhaka Cantonment and every day to serve ORCA. 
AKM Shalah Uddin (11/585) : Left country for Bahrain with family. 
Habibullah Bahar (11/587) : Now in Canada completing Phd in Japan. 
Mahbubur Rahman (11/590) : Working in Dental Clinic after the completion of Phd in Japan. 
Nurul Islam (11/591) : Working in Saudi Arabia. Were Just she that he is alive. 
Md. Nurul haque (11/594) : Promoted he the director at Chittagong Mao Shishu Hospital. 
Congratulations. 
Iftekhar Alam (11/603) : Usy busy in his responsibility an the secretary of local Masjid committee. 
Kazi Saifur Rahman (11/616) : Lots his father and Mother in for Months. Inna Lillahe We---. 
Enamul Karim Nirjhar (11/617) : Busy Oesighing a building in London. 



Shah Farooq Hasan (11/619) : became runners-up in the golf Chapions trophy. Serving for ORCA 
picnic in every possible way.
Samar Kumar Kar (11/621) : Came to ORCA program after so mang years. Welcome. 
Shahid Samiul Alam (11/622) : Joined ENA real Estate. 
Dr Abdur Rouf (11/624) : attended an ORCA program for the first time. Came from Mymenshing to 
join Cricket Competition.
Maruf Ahmed (11/628) : promoted as the Deputy Credit Manager in Singer Bangladesh Ltd.
Imroz Ahmed (11/629) : Very busy with his own business and had a business trip abroad. 
Anwarul Kabir (11/631) : came to batch program after several years.
Abu Sufian Mahmud (11/632) : Performed Hajj the last year. 
Abul Bashar (11/636) : bhabi is in Bangkok now for a two year official training.
Mohammod arif  (11/637) :left Army 4-stated his own business. Blessed with a daughter recently.
Nazrul Islam (11/639) : received his Phd degree & settle in New Zealand. Lost his Father ......... Inna 
Lillahe Rajeon.

TH12  BATCH

Md. Nasimul Gani (212/645) : Recently posted in Dhaka Cantonment. (Lt. Col.) 
Abu Sohel (12/648) : After long lime “He is no more lost”. He is in Naval H.Q. 
Md. Selim Reza (12/652) : Recently Joined as Head Pharmacy Department, The University of Asia 
Pacific. 
Humayun Kabir (12/654) : Now in Jessore Air Base. 
Md. Muniruzzaman (12/658) : Now in Bangladesh. “Patri Chai”. 
Abdul Monayem Chow. (12/659) : Recently Joined in Power Greed Co. in Dhaka. 
Golam Awal (12/664) : Recently has become a father. We pray for his son. Now in Dhaka. 
A T S A Siddique (12/665) : Posted in MCHTI, Azimpur Dhaka. 
Jahangir Alam (12/666) :  Now Posted in Savar Cantonment. Expecting another isshevery soon! 
Asifuzzaman (12/670) : Softwar Perclopsr, wincon softure, MH Compnl
Md. Aminul Islam (12/673) : Student Officer, MBBA, MIST, Mirpur Cantonment Dhaka. 
Golam Kibria (12/674) : Now in Searalion in UN Mission. 
Niamul Gani (12/675) : Now in Searalion in UN Mission. 
Abul Kalam Azad (12/679) : Possibly in palli Bidalnt at Norsiugdi. 
Firoz Hasan (12/683) : His father has died on 01/01/03, we pray for his promoted as Lt. Col. And posted 
in Bogra Cantonment. 
Ruhul Islam (12/688) : Launching Oceamia “Department Shop at Fing Road, Shamoly 25% 

thDiscount for ORCA 12  Batch.

TH13  BATCH

A Z M Al-Mamun (T13/701) recently came to Dhaka along with his family. He has got a promotion in 
his job at Toronto, Canada. 
Md Sufiur Rahman (K13/706) is back from his posting at Geneva and is now posted M/O Foreign 
Affairs HQ. 
Md Abdul Moqaddem (Q13/711) is also back from his foreign employments at Abu Dhabi and now 
posted at Mohakhali Satellite Earth Station of BTTB.    

thDr. Shahiduzzaman (T13/713) and bhabi recently celebrated their 10  marriage
anniversary.
A H Mostafa Kamal (Q13/717) also came on a short visit to Bangladesh to meet his ailing father. 
Major A T M Humayun Kabir (K13/736), AMC, has successfully completed the degree of FCPS 
(Medicine) recently.
Md Wahidul Islam Palash (Q13/738) has been retraced. He is working in Square Pharmaceuticals, 



Pabna.
Irtezaur Rahman (T13/749) was about to come to home to meet his wife, but suddenly his wife got 
the visa and as a result his visit to Bangladesh postponed for indefinite period.

TH14  BATCH 

nd th14/758): Tulu & Shahela have been blessed with their 2  children on 8  February. Congratulations. 
(14/762): Promoted to the rank of Lt. Col & Posted to Rangpur Cantonment. 
14/765) : Has been blessed with a twin couple of days back. Congratulation
(14/776) : Has been shifted to Australlia. Congratulations for the out standing performance. For 
ORCA in national Table Tennis Lgague. 
(14/788) : Promoted to the rank of Lt. Col. & posted to Bogara Cantt. 

TH15  BATCH

Shiblee(15/814) : Lost his Father Couple of days back. (Innah----- rajeun.) 
Zahid(15/816) : Doing a professional course in PG. 
Iftekher (15/817) : Visited Bangladesh couple of days earlier. 
Zarzis (15/821) : Promoted as the associate Professor of Applied Physics department of DU 
completing Phd from Japan. Taken the charge of ORCA treasurer. All the best. 
Rakib (15/823) : Has gone to England to study D.B.A. 
Rana(15/825) : Visited Bangladesh couple of days back. Batch mates arranged a grand get-
together on the occasion.  
Musa(15/826) : Going to marry recently. 
Anis (15/828) : Posted to Dhaka Cantt.
Aminul Islam (15/831) :  Went to Kenya for an official visit & came back. Returned from UN Mission. 
Ruhul(15/832) : Has going to UN Mission. Returned from UN Mission. 
Mehdi (15/837) : The mariner has visted the country. Blessed with their Second child. Congratulation. 
Arif(15/840) : Has been blessed with his first child congratulations. 
Matin(15/846) : Promoted to senior officer in Markentaile bank. congratulations.
Hannan (15/847) : Doing MBA in North South University. 
Noor (15/850) : Completed his MBA. 
Mahbub(15/852) : Recently posted to Dhaka. 
Mukim(15/854) : Returned for UN mission and posted to Jessore Cantt. 
Shamim(15/857) : Doing a professional course in BUET form PWD. 
Bazlur(15/858) : Has been with ……

stMesba(15/859): Going to Australlia on 1  Mach. 
Mehbub(15/863) : Visited Bangladesh couple of days ago and went back. 

TH16  BATCH

stDr. Jabbar (16/866): 1  in the batch is the last to experience the marriage mystery. May Allah bless 
him with the best. 
Emtajul Haque (16/867): The batch is really happy   getting him back from the States after long 
……..Shouldn't we expect his orca connections as before? 
Maj. Asmaul Hossain (16/869): A living legend for the batch, subject matter in all the get-togethers, 
but most of the bhabies (un)fortunately not seen him yet. 
Syed Masudul Hasan (16/875): Changing job is a continuous process and yet to find a career to 
really settle down. 
Wing Comm. Nabi(16/885): 1st in the batch to obtain  this rank, congratulations ! 
Shahabuddin(16/904): Most wanted member of the batch finally compelled to purchase a cell 
phone. Pls dial 0171-736908.

TH17  BATCH 

Zehad (17/918) : came to Bangladesh from USA.
Nanna (17/922) : Doing a professional Course in PG. 
Tushar (17/924) : Now in Soudi Arabia with family. He got a new job there. 
Adnan (17/927) : Posted to Chittagong. 
Bulbul (17/934) : Posted to Mongla Custom house.



Maj. Rashedul (17/942) : has been blessed with a daughter recently. Congratulations! 
Bokul (17/944) : Doing a course in staff college. 
Pallab (17/949) : Married Recently. Congratulation 
Anis (17/953): Married Recently. Congratulation
Romel (17/963) : Married Recently. Congratulation
Shamsher (17/965)  : Visited Bangladesh. Doing great with his Garments & Textile business. 
Tarik (17/967) : Started a new business of travel agency. He is very eager to serve ORCA members 
with his Privilege tours & Travel.He has been blessed with a daughter Congratulation.

TH18  BATCH

M Sayeeduzzaman (18/970): has become father and started giving more time to family now. 
Congratulations.
Jamil Raihan John (18/987): got married recently. Congratulations to John and Bhabi.
Humayun Reza (18/997:lost his father on 27th January (Inna
Lillahi...........)
ANM Wahid (18/999): is in England and doing his PhD.
NAM Badruddoza Dipu (18/1000): is still single and seeking help from ORCA members to get 
married.
ANM Zakir Hossain (18/1001): is blessed with a daughter. Congratulations!

TH19  BATCH

th stA get together of 19  Batch held on 21  February, 03. At last Dulal Bhabi has got her visa for USA. 
Congratulations Mamun for your newly married life. Anwar, Feroj, Shamol & Dulal had recent trip in 
Bangladesh. Ashraf has recently shifted in Gulshan. Mahfuz, Abu, Babar & Ejaj are still bachelor. 
Please pray for them for their recovery. Shamol admitted that he is a regular actor (viler) of Japanese 
movies. 

TH20  BATCH 

thMaj. Habibullah (20/1089) : is going to China on a course of four and a half months. Flying on 27 . Has 
stbeen blessed with a son on 21  February. Congratulations!

ST21  BATCH

Iftekhar (21/1126) : Batcher Bap got married 'chupi chupi' on the day of Eid-ul-Fitre. Batchmates 
missed her nice face since the Thai Lady left Dhaka on February 16 before completion of Eid 
holidays. 'Language doesn't matter loving each other'  Iftee ensured.
Imroz (21/1129) : Recently completed his graduation in Computer Engineering from AIUB University. 
Congratulations.
Nazbul (21/1132) : The active couple of ORCA is passing busy hours with their newly born baby girl  
Panshi. Recently visited Germany for an official tour. Lost his father-in-law few months back.
Mostafiz (21/1140) : Recently got back from Sieara  Leon. Promoted to the rank of Major. 
Congratulations.
Ishtiaque (21/1141) : Joined in a Pharmaceutical Company in USA
Rakib (21/1144) : Promoted to the rank of Major. Congratulations. Now in Chittagong Cantonment.
Forhiz (21/1147) : Coming Bangladesh from Russia for the second time within few months only to get 
married. Don't miss this time.
Rashid (21/1150) : Became proud father of a baby boy few months ago. Recent fathers of the baby 
girls should be in queue to reach him.
Mahbub (21/1153) : If u call 0171-647050 u will get Simana not Mahbub. He has gone to England for 

thstudying MBA on 16  February all on a sudden.
Nowroz  (21/1155) : Pursuing his duties as an ASP at Rangamati.
Monowar  (21/1158) :  Everybody complains Monowar is not available at his residence  only reason  



Tumpa has reached USA few days ago.
Faruq (21/1162) : Started second MS in Mechanical Engineering after successful completion of MS in 
Computer Engineering. Studying is not a bad business.
Niaz (21/1164) : Recently joined married club. Congratulations. Bachelors are becoming frustrated. 
Sajed (21/1168) : Recently got back from UN mission. Promoted to the rank of Major. Doing MBA at MIST. 
After a long time he will be in close contact with his wife and child.
Fahmid (21/1169) : The most up-to-date Bap of a little Princes. February 24  3.40 PM. Congratulations to 
Ripa and Fahmid. Both mom and baby are fine.
Shamim  (21/1174) : Fans are missing ever enthusiastic  Shapla. She is going to be a proud mother in the 
coming month. Shamim is working very hard for ORCA to compensate her absence.  
Anis (21/1176) :  Recently tried to change his (?) status. Brave boy, good try.
Ashraf (21/1177) : Still missing since 1990.    

ND22  BATCH

Tomal (22/1185): Promoted to Software Engineer Team Leader  in UNIQA.
Abrar (22/1192) : He is in Pakistan Now.
Rowshon (22/1194): Left his job of Philips.
Ripon (22/1201): Has been  blessed with a daughter. Congratulations.
Saiful Momen (22/1224): Migrated to Hawai, USA with a  scholarship. Congratulations.
Mortuza (22/1225): Blessed with a child. Congratulations!
Abbas (22/1211) : About to complete his Bar-at-Law from UK. 

RD23  BATCH

Naser (23/1228): Going to Australlia to study in Masters. He is a teacher of computer science, DU. 
Kalyan (23/1230): Married recently, congratulation! Has 
Sabbir (23/1234): Has gone to Saudi Arabia in UN mission.
returned to USA. 

stJulkar (23/1236) : Has been selected in 21  BCS in the economic cadre.  He has now posted at planning 
commission in Agargaon. 
Saikat (23/1247): Went to perform Hajj. May Allah grant his prayer. 
Tutul (23/1248): Went to England for Eid-ul Azaha and completed his engagement there. 
Tuhin (23/1249) : Went to USA for two and a half months professional course. 
Lipon (23/1253): Is in sierra ion on a UN mission.
Newton (23/1254): Has been turned after a long time. 
Masud (23/1256): The mariner married recently without informing his batch mates. He has gone to 
Australia.
Rubel (23/1263): Has been blessed with a daughter recently congratulation. 
Kiron (23/1264): Married recently congratulation. 
Rizvee (23/1268): Married recently. Serving for pran & paid in handsome. Visits abroad easy now and 
then.
Khasrul Alam (23/1269): Completes Masters in IT from Australia. Now joined Khulna University as part 
time teacher.
Shimul (23/1270): Married recently congratulation. 
Belal (23/1274): Forced to marry. 
Biplob(23/1275): Come to Bangladesh after a  long time of ten years. Batch mates become very 
happy getting him. 
Ratan(23/1276): Now in UN mission .

th24  BATCH

Al-Mahmud (24/1285) : got married on 15th Feb 03 in Rajshahi. Congratulations!
Maruf (24/1298) got married in December, Akmal (24/1304) in Januray. They are back to Canada 
and UK respectively.
Ashik (24/1305) : posted to Mohammadpur Police station as ASP.
Amanat (24/1323) : is being brighter with his business. His new office is in new DOHS now.
Pasha (24/1319) : leaving Afsana Mimi and planning for his internship.



Haider (24/1311) : out of touch since a long.
Younus (24/1315) : became the first father among our batch mates. He is blessed with a baby boy 
at the end of last year.
Khalid (24/1307) : is working with Insepta Pharmaceuticals as a medical Representative.
Iqbal (24/1309) : changed job. His new office is in Bonani now.
Islam and Eimon (24/1284) in Grameen phone working very good.
Rana (24/1312) and Asadul (24/1302) became Bhaira Bhai as they married two sisters.
Rest trying to touch the sky with success.

TH25  BATCH

Shafin (25/1347) : the BCS officer is now doing MBA in IBA.
Noor (25/1356) : married recently. He is now in Turkey while bhabi is in USA.
Hasan (25/1367) : has gone to UK getting commonwealth scholarship.
Masud (25/1373) : is now on the way to complete graduation.
Aziz (25/1377) : joined Citycell after completing engineering from Turkey.
Capt. A K M Kayes (25/1380) : had his engagement couple of days back. He is in SSF now.

TH26  BATCH

Raihan (26/1384): a new relation is in progress to be made within ORCA family. Congratulation!
Bolai (26/1389) : Married recently. Congratulations! 
Capt. Mahmood (26/1393) : Posted to BDR headquarter. 
Mohsin (26/1395) : lost him physically, but he is seen on the TV. 
Harun (26/1399) : doing his intern and serving others. 
Shenewarin (26/1400) : rumor is he married recently. 
Bokhtier (26/1402) : Joined Rajshahi University. Anthropology Department as a teacher. 
Abdullah (26/1411) : Married recently. Congratulation!
Sharif (26/1413) : Joined city College as the lecturer in the computer University.
Habib (26/1420) : IBA, MBA,

TH27  BATCH

Sarwar (27/1433): recently went to UK for MBA. Thank you very munch for arranging the Launch for River 
Cruise only at Fuel's cost.
Sayem (27/1435) : want to be Aulia? Bepere to leave many thing.
Mehdi (27/1457) : New captain ........ Congratulations!
Akikul (27/1460) : floating in the sea of vortue. Successful business, fashion designer and advisor. 
Recently received a graduate degree.

thAshiq (27/1466) : blessed with a son recently. First father of 27  batch. Congratulations.
Rashedul (27/1451) : New house owner. For lucrative offers, ORIA members are invited.
Iftekher (27/1477) : is sick .......... pray for him. 

TH28  BATCH

Mohammad Ali (28/1481): always busy with his girlfriend. Never gets time to attend any orca program.
Arif (28/1485): is looking to break the record in IELTS. Best of luck???
Salek (28/1496): Is becoming a millionaire by selling his Anatomy Software!!!
Tahsin (28/1505): If you are looking for him pls go to in front of Hothut! 
Mehedi (28/1507): Is in the process of becoming a MECA member.
Atique (28/1508): Can't forget the defeat against Qashim House in ORCA Inter House Cricket 
Competition. For this he is moving around the Dhaka club in the noons.
Yahia (28/1514): always spending money for his special friends(girls) but not for his old friends.
Mahfuz (28/1530): Congratulations, recently joined in a ceramic company.



TH29  BATCH

Majed (29/1548): Has become service holder recently .
Nizam(29/1557): Passing pleasant moments in India.
Sarwar(29/1560): Engaged in unnecessary works and studying seriously.
Hasan (29/1568) : Has become very important army person in Srilanka and passing time lavishly.
Mursleen(29/1569): Out of 'Duniabi' track. 
Jafor (29/1574) : In Search of beautiful girls. 
Rezaul (29/1585): Publishing irrelevant articles in newspapers. 

TH30  BATCH

Rakib (30/1587): posted in Savar Cantonment. God knows why he doesn't come out of the garrison.
Samiul (30/1589) : recently worked with British council in the UK Education Fair, 2003.
Arefin (30/1594) : completed his BSS recently. Probably trying to settle down real quick.
Mamun (30/1595) : completed his Marine Academy Training recently. Now he is ready to be paid in 
dollars. The out of trace boy finally got his mobile. Please take time to call 0171-067081.
Monucheher (30/1596) : really very busy in studies whenever batchmates need him. But found to spoil 
the studies and roam around with the girl friends every now and then.
Mehedi (30/1600): is doing great in RMC.
Saiful (30/1601): left Dhaka for basic course in Natore Kadirabad Cantonment. Due to limited time he 
was not able to say good bye to all. He is sorry for that.
Raihan (30/1003): very often visits Dhaka for a fundamental need (?)
Shamim (30/1605): out of trace.
Arafath (30/1606) : improving his physique in a tremendous rate......... sidewars of course. 
Sajed (30/1610) : fastest student of Dhaka University. Became champion in 100 and 200 meter sprint.
Iftekher (30/1611): is researching with UNICEF
Nazmul (30/1620): visited Bangladesh from Srilanka on last Januay. Prior to the visit he went to Malaysia 
to take part in a hockey tournament.
Mamun (30/1624) : did very well in a course in Chittagong. Congratulations.

thArafat (30/1626) :   First millionaire of 30  batch. 
Elahi (30/1629): did not tied up on Eid but valentine's day.

st31  BATCH

Zinnatun (31/1644): busy with mobile at late night.
Arif (31/1647): busy with someone else leaving batch mates. 
Benzir (31/1651): Successful businessman ....... selling egg.
Hafiz (31/1659): Searching and Searching ..................
Rokon (31/1661) : caught red handed with someone under an umbrella. He was found not to 
recognize the friends.
Arefin (31/1663): wants to return from Canada.
Dilip (31/1674) : in Europe for studies, but found in Discos every alternative day.
Jamil (31/1677): married recently ........ proud husband ...... congratulations!
 Iftekher (31/1677) : Physically in Turkey, mentally in the heart of someone in Bangladesh (?)
Ataur (31/1693): come back friend.
Touhid (31/1653): is very sorry not to get someone one very special.
Shahid (31/1655), Sabur (1657), Omar (31/1660), Kawsar (31/1671) and Mubassir (31/1696) are newly 
commissioned in Bangladesh Army. Congratulations! 



nd32  BATCH

Mohaimen (32/1700):is in Russia how. Sometimes Found in MSW.
Itekhar (32/1704): Now in Dhaka Medical College. 
Monjur (32/1708) : got chance in BUET well done!
Sajed (32/1710): Selected Scholarship of the Govt. on India. 
Rahmat (32/1720) : now in IUT. 
Quium (32/1732): now in IUT. 
Alim (32/1725) : Computer Science in BUET. 
Hasib (32/1738) : got chance in BUET well done!
Rizwan(32/1741): received Monoboshu scholarship in Japan leaving country on April.

rd33  BATCH

Saiduzzaman (33/1753): Got chance in DMC.
Mosaddek (33/1754), Samaul (33/1763), Ashfaq (33/1766),   Shishir (33/1769) & Imtiaz(33/1771): Got 
chance in DU.
Sayeed (33/1756) Jahid (33/1767)  & Shahnewaz (33/1762) : Got chance in BUET.
Zia (33/1758): Istiaq(33/1765):   Shafi (33/1775) :Selected for Bangladesh Army. 
Mofiz (33/1759) & Debashis (33/1791): Got chance in MMC.
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